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Swatch vs Apple: “Tick” and “THINK” are 

different  

Introduction 
  

Swatch AG (“Swatch”) had filed 2 separate applications to register the mark “ ” in 

Singapore in classes 9 and 14 respectively. Apple Inc. (“Apple”) relied on its earlier mark “THINK 

DIFFERENT” and opposed these applications, which led to the proceedings in In the matter of trade 

mark applications by Swatch AG (Swatch SA) (Swatch Ltd.) and opposition thereto by Apple Inc. [2018] 

SGIPOS 15.  

 

Apple argued that Swatch’s “ ” mark should be refused registration under s 8(2)(b) 

of the Singapore Trade Marks Act (“TMA”) as it is confusingly similar to “THINK DIFFERENT”. Apple 

further argued that Swatch’s “ ” mark should be refused registration under s 8(4) of 

the TMA as it will indicate a connection with Apple’s earlier well-known “THINK DIFFERENT” mark and 

thereby damage Apple’s interest. Apple also argued that “ ” had passed off “THINK 

DIFFERENT” (s 8(7) of the TMA), and had been applied for in bad faith (s 7(6) of the TMA). All of the 

grounds relied on by Apple were dismissed.  

 

The importance of this decision lies in the Principle Assistant Registrar’s (“PAR”) application of the first 

step of the “step-by-step” approach laid down by the Singapore Court of Appeal in the landmark decision 

of Staywell Hospitality Group v Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide [2014] 1 SLR 911 in determining 

whether a trade mark should be refused registration under s 8(2)(b) of the TMA. The “step-by-step” 

approach can be summarized as follows:  

 

(1) The first step is to assess whether the respective marks are similar; 

(2) The second step is to assess whether there is identity or similarity between the goods / services 

for which registration is sought against the goods / services for which the earlier trade mark is 

protected; and 

(3) The third step is to consider whether there exists a likelihood of confusion because of the marks-

similarities and goods/services-similarities.  
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The First Step under s 8(2)(b) of the TMA 
 

Swatch’s Application Marks Apple’s Earlier Mark 

  

 

 

Apple emphasized that both marks had the same syllabic structure and that there was a significant 

overlap in the characters of the words in both marks. Apple further argued that the replacement of “H” 

and “N” with “C” in Swatch’s application is insignificant and not easily perceivable. Swatch, on the other 

hand, argued that the visual differences are clear and obvious, and that Apple’s marks is of low technical 

distinctiveness.  

 

The PAR acknowledged that in assessing mark similarity, whilst the factor of “distinctiveness” is to be 

integrated in the inquiry, she doubted that such an inquiry includes considering acquired distinctiveness. 

As Apple did not argue that its mark had acquired a higher than normal level of distinctiveness and 

therefore ought to enjoy a “higher threshold” before a mark is found different from it, the PAR limited the 

inquiry to assessing only the inherent distinctiveness.   

 

Based on the above, the PAR then proceeded to consider whether the marks were visually, aurally and 

conceptually similar.  

 

For the visual similarity inquiry, the PAR found the following:  

 

(1) Apple’s mark enjoys only a normal level of distinctiveness  before a competing mark would be 

considered visually dissimilar to it. In other words, the distinctiveness factor did not have much 

impact on the similarity enquiry.   

(2) To an average consumer, Apple’s “THINK DIFFERENT” mark does not have a distinctive or 

dominant component, but is instead distinctive as a whole. Similarly, Swatch’s “

” mark is also distinctive as a whole.  

(3) The average consumer will immediately be able to perceive the differences between “Tick” and 

“THINK”. Consumers who recall the strong visual impact of the upper case used in Apple’s mark 

as opposed to the mostly lower case letters in Swatch’s marks will perceive these differences 

more acutely, and those who do not will still likely view the marks as different overall.  

 

As for aural similarity, the PAR found that the aural differences in respect of the first syllable (“Tick” / 

“THINK”) will be more significant to the average consumer. She also found that the middle sound – “i" 

compared to “in” are clear and not likely to be slurred, which meant that the first syllable in both marks 

will sound different when pronounced normally.  

 

Finally, for conceptual similarity, Apple argued that its mark had a higher level of abstraction than 

Swatch’s mark, and that the grammatical error of pairing a verb with an adjective (instead of an adverb) 

was both intentional and significant. On the other hand, Swatch argued that the meaning of “Tick” is 
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clearly different conceptually from “THINK” and was coined with reference to Swatch’s long history and 

close association with timepieces.  

 

The PAR accepted Apple’s contention that the grammatical error is significant. However, she found that 

the average consumers will perceive it as not a grammatical error, but a quasi-noun, for e.g. “Think ‘big’” 

and “Think ‘beautiful’”. Once again, she placed herself in the shoes of an average consumer and found 

that the different conceptual meanings of “Tick” and “THINK” would suffice to distinguish the marks.  

 

Overall and in summary, the PAR found that the marks are: 

 

(1) visually more dissimilar than similar; 

(2) aurally more dissimilar than similar, but to a lesser extent than (1) and (3); and 

(3) conceptually more dissimilar than similar, to a greater extent than (1) and (2).  

 

There are two interesting points of note.  

 

Firstly, multiple references were made in the PAR’s decision to the fact that Apple’s mark was in all 

capital letters, whereas only the first letter in Swatch’s mark was in capital letters. Whilst this was not 

the main or sole basis on which dissimilar was found, one may argue that as Apple’s “

” mark was registered as a plain word format without any limitation as to style, 

the differences in the use of lower or upper case should not have even be considered in the first place.  

 

As pointed out by the High Court in Allergan, Inc and anor v Ferlandz Nutra Pte Ltd [2016] SGHC 131, 

the registration of a mark “in block capital letters covers the use of the word in every font or style 

possible” (at [44]). This is consistent with pronouncement in previous decisions, such as in Han’s (F&B) 

Pte Ltd v Gusttimo World Pte Ltd [2015] 2 SLR 825 (at [125] that “the registration of a word in block 

capital letters should cover the use of the word in every font or style possible”), and Intuition Publishing 

v Intuition Consulting Pte Ltd [2012] SGHC 149 (at [24] that “a mark registered in upper case plain font 

covers all stylistic permutations of the mark”). In other words, the fact that the mark was registered in 

block capital letters should have been immaterial to and should have been wholly ignored during the 

visual similarity inquiry.  

 

Secondly, the PAR had placed large emphasis on what the average consumer’s views may be when 

considering similarity of the marks and the PAR had “put [herself] in the shoes of the average consumer” 

throughout the decision. Whilst this does makes the inquiry considerably subjective, the PAR explained 

that the assessment should not be “as simplistic as the quantitative approach makes it appear [and] 

realism should be incorporated”.  

 

However, this pragmatic approach has to be balanced carefully against the need for consistency of 

decisions. It is at uphill task for any person to step into the shoes of an average consumer, who has 

multiple characteristics determined by various case law and summarised by the Intellectual Property of 

Singapore as follows:  
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The average consumer is “deemed to be reasonably observant and circumspect”. It must be 

borne in mind that “a sign produces an overall impression on such a consumer” and that “a 

consumer only rarely has the chance to make a direct comparison between signs and trade 

marks and must place his trust in the imperfect picture of them that he has kept in his mind”. 

Moreover, “his level of attention is likely to vary according to the category of goods or services 

in question.”1 

 

In certain circumstances, incorporating an element of realism in trade mark disputes instead of the 

“quantitative approach” may also be dangerous. If such an element of realism is incorporated across all 

trade mark disputes regardless of the extent of evidence adduced therein, there may potentially be 

situations where findings resulting from “realism” may not sit well with other evidence adduced (such as 

survey evidence of confusion etc). Which finding should be given priority then?   

 

Well-Known Mark under s 8(4) of the TMA 
 

This decision is also a timely reminder for parties trying to assert that their marks are “well-known” and 

the evidence that have to be adduced. The PAR commented that Apple’s evidence, whilst extensive on 

a global basis, “stops short of establishing a nexus to Singapore sufficient to support Apple’s claim that 

its “THINK DIFFERENT” Mark is well known in Singapore”. Whilst Apple had relied on various 

screenshots from its www.apple.com homepage that used the “THINK DIFFERENT” mark and argued 

that this homepage was accessible in Singapore, such use “falls short of showing whether, how and to 

what extent it impacts the Singapore public such that the “THINK DIFFERENT” Mark is well known”.  

 

This is not the first time that Swatch and Apple have crossed swords over a trade marks. In fact, the 

same dispute over “ ” seems to be still under adjudication by the Swiss Federal 

Administrative Court (after Apple failed at first instance at the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual 

Property). It is the reverse in Japan where Swatch had relied on “ ” but failed to prevent 

Apple’s “THINK DIFFERENT” mark from being registered. However, Swatch had filed a cancellation 

action in the EU, and the EUIPO had most recently cancelled Apple’s “THINK DIFFERENT” mark for 

non-use. There is no doubt that trade mark disputes are multi-faceted, and it will be interesting to keep 

a look out for developments in this global dispute. 

 

A concise version of this Update was first published on IPKAT law blog on 14 October 2018.  
 

 

 

 

                                                                    
1 Intellectual Property of Singapore, Relative Grounds for Refusal of Registration (Version 6, February 2018) 
available at  https://www.ipos.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-library/trade-marks/infopacks/tm_work-
manual_7-relative-grounds_feb2018.pdf 

http://www.apple.com/
https://www.ipos.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-library/trade-marks/infopacks/tm_work-manual_7-relative-grounds_feb2018.pdf
https://www.ipos.gov.sg/docs/default-source/resources-library/trade-marks/infopacks/tm_work-manual_7-relative-grounds_feb2018.pdf
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Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is one of the largest full-service law firms in Singapore, providing high quality advice to an impressive list of clients.  
We place strong emphasis on promptness, accessibility and reliability in dealing with clients. At the same time, the firm strives towards a practical 
yet creative approach in dealing with business and commercial problems. As the Singapore member firm of the Lex Mundi Network, we are able to 
offer access to excellent legal expertise in more than 100 countries.  
 
Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Singapore, Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Japan and South Asia.    
 
The contents of this Update are owned by Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Singapore and, through 
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly 
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein) 
without the prior written permission of Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP. 
 
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended 
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course 
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your 
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in Rajah & Tann Singapore LLP or e-mail Knowledge & Risk 
Management at eOASIS@rajahtann.com. 
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